
STATE OF VERMONT
PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD

Docket No. 8816

Petition of Swanton Wind, LLC for a
certificate of public good, pursuant to
30 V.S.A. $ 248, for the construction of an up

to 20 MW wind-powered electric generation
plant powered by up to 7 turbines located

along Rocky Ridge in Swanton, Vermont

February 16,2017

FIRST SET OF INFORMATION REQUESTS

SERVED UPON PETITIONER BY THE
VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

The Vermont Department of Public Service (the "Department" or "DPS") by: Aaron

Kisicki, Special Counsel, hereby serves the following First Set of Information Requests upon

Swanton Wind, LLC ("Petitioner") in this matter in accordance with Vermont Public Service

Board Rule 2.214 and V.R.C.P. 33 and 34, and requests that Petitioner answers the requests in

accordance with V.R.C.P. 33 and 34 and deliver its answers and all requested documents and

materials to the Department's offices in Montpelier not later than March 21 2017. Petitioner is

)
)
)
)
)
)

ls

Department. and to provide any spreadsheets in electronic format.

INSTRUCTIONS

l. Reproduce the request being responded to before the response per V.R.C.P. 33.

2. Responses to any and all Department requests that are contained herein or that may be

filed later should be supplied to the Department as soon as they become available to

Petitioners. That is, Petitioner should not hold answers to any requests for which it has

responsive data, documents, etc. until responses to any or all other requests are compiled.

3. V.R.C.P. 33 requires the response to each request to be made under oath by a Person
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and

paft of the response. With respect to each request'

of the person or persons responsible for preparing

unit which maintains the records being produced

please state (l) the name(s) and title(s)
the response; and (2) the administrative
or maintains the data from which the

answer was prepared; and (3) the date on which each question was answered.

4. Where information requested is not available in the precise form described in the

question or is not availa-ble for all years (or other periods or classifrcations) indicated in a

series of years (or other periods or classifications), please provide all information with

respect tó the subject matter of the question that can be identified in Petitioner's

workpapers and files or that is otherwise available.

5. These requests shall be deemed continuing and must be supplemented in accordance with

V.R.C.P. 26(e). Petitioner is directed to change, supplement and correct its answers to

conform to ail information as it becomes available to Petitioner, including the substitution

of actual data for estimated data. Responses to requests for information covering a period

not entirely in the past (or for which complete actual data are not yet available) should

include all actual data available at that time and supplementary data as it becomes

available.

6. Wherever responses include estimated information, include an explanation (or reference

to a previous èxplanation) of the methods and calculations used to derive the estimates.

7. Some of the Department's requests may make particular reference to a portion of
Petitioner's filing. Notwithstanding this specific direction, these items should be

understood to seek discovery of all information available to Petitioner that is responsive

to the questions stated.

8. "ldentify," when used in connection with natural person(s) or legal entities, shall mean

the full name and current business address of the person or entity.

g. "Document," as used herein, shall be construed as broadly as possible to include any and

all means and media by which information can be recorded, transmitted, stored, retrieved

or memorialized in any form, and shall also include all drafts, versions or copies which

differ in any respect from the original. All spreadsheets provided must have all formulae

intact and accessible.

l0. "Petition," as used herein, means Petitioner's petition filed with the Vermont Public

Service Board in this docket, unless the context indicates otherwise.

1 l. With respect to each document produced by Petitioner, identify the person(s) who

prepared ih" do"urnent and the date on which the document was prepared.

12.lf any interrogatory or request requires a response that Petitioner believes to be

privilãged, pleãse state the complete legal and factual basis for the claim of privilege,
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provide the information required by the 5/16/95 order in Docket No. 5771 and respond to

the parts of the interrogatory or request as to which no privilege is asserted.

13. If any interrogatory or request is objected to in whole or in part, please describe the

complete legal and factuál basis for the objection, and respond to all parts of the

interìogato.y o. r"qu.st to the extent it is not objected to. If an objection is interposed as

to any requested documents, please identify the document by author, title, date and

recipilnt(sj, and generally describe the nature and subject-matter of the document as well

as the complete legal and factual basis for the objection.

14. To expedite the discovery process and the resolution of this docket, Petitioner should

contact the Department as soon as possible, and prior to the above deadline for response,

if it seeks clarification on any of these information requests.

15. The Department reserves the right to submit additional information requests to Petitioner.

INTERROGATORIES

e.DPS:SW.l-l: Reference Mr. Zimmerman's pref,rled testimony, A8, p.5, line 5. Please

describe the method used to project market rates for kWh production.

a. Explain whether the màthod takes into account the unique generation profìle of wind

f*iliti.r and/or potential further deployment of wind resources that might drive down

energy prices at the times when wind is generating in New England? If so, how?

Q.DPS:SW.l-2: Please explain the method used to calculate the energy revenue from the

project for the purposes of estimating or modeling state and local tax revenue?

a. Please produce any and all documents, reports, spreadsheets with formulas intact, and

any other data used to develop method explained above.

Q.DPS:SW.1-3: Reference Mr. Zimmerman's prefiled testimony, 49, pp. 5-6. Please

eiplain whether the conclusion that the project "will keep more electricity dollars in Vermont"

wóuld hold true if energy and RECs from the project were to be sold out of state, either on the

open market or through bilateral contracts.

Q.DpS:SW.I-4: Reference Mr. Zimmerman's prefiled testimony, 49, pp. 5-6. Please

iàentify which REC classes/tiers in New England the project would be eligible to produce (e.g.

CT Class I, Vermont Tier I).
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Q.DPS:SW.l-5: ReferenceMr. Zimmerman'sprefiledtestimony, 415, p. 9.

a. Please describe the current status of Petitioner's bid in the Connecticut DEEP request for

proposal ("RFP")?
b. Please explain whether the bid has been submitted'
c. Please explain whether the results have been announced.

d. If the results have been announced, please describe the result for petitioner.

e. Please explain whether the petitioner's bid in the RFP proposes to sell the project energy

and RECs as a bundled Package.

e.DPS:SW.I-6: Please explain whether Mr. Zimmerman, or any other witness for
pàtitioner, has developed estimates of the current and future value of RECs associated with the

project for any of the New England REC classes/tiers.

a. If so, please provide these estimates, including any and all documents, reports

spreadsheets, and any other underlying frles for these estimates in their native formats.

Q.DPS:SW.1-7: Reference Mr. Zimmerman's prefiled testimony, Al9, p 12. Please explain

whether Mr. Zimmerman, VERA, or any other witness for Petitioner performed an assessment of
the likely curtailment of the project, or other generation resources in the area due to export

constraints.
a. If so, please describe the results, and provide any and all documents, reports'

spreadsheets, or other data relied upon in developing the assessment.

Q.DPS:SW.1-8: Please explain whether the Redyn model provides ranges based on

confidence intervals for any of its outputs.
a. If so, please identify the confidence intervals for the ranges provided in Mr. Heaps' report

for all outputs, including state taxes, jobs, and wages.

Q.DPS:SW.I-9: Please explain how the Redyn model assesses the probability that the

predicted outcome will occur?
a. Please explain whether the Redyn model produces any alternative results with associated

probabilities of occurrence?

e.DpS:SW.l-10: Reference Mr. Heaps' prefiled testimony,45, p. 3. Please explain whether

the estimate of $331,000-$392,000 in tax payments include the estimated municipal tax revenue

to the Town of Swanton referenced on page 5,line 6 of Mr. Zimmerman's prefiled testimony.

e.DPS:SW.I-ll: Reference Mr. Heaps' prefiled testimony, 45, p. 4, lines l0-15. Please

explain whether the value of GHG reductions already internalized into the market through the

Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) or the value of RECs was removed when estimating

the value of the reduction of GHG emissions for the project.

a. Please explain why this value was or was not removed from the estimation'

e.DpS:SW .l-12: Reference Exhibit SW-RWH-2, p. 5.Please explain how the values in the

table column "Percent with VT Vendors" were determined.
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Q.DPS:SW.l-13: Reference Exhibit SW-RWH-2, p.9. The development and construction

phut., are generally assumed to each take one year. Please identify and explain how long those

phases are specifically and actually projected to last.

Q.DPS:SW.1-14: Reference Exhibit SW-RWI{-2, p. ll. Please describe how much of the

supply gap depicted on page I I the project would fill (if the energy were to be purchased in-

stãtã¡ i.e. desciib" what percentage of Vermont demand the project's output would satisfy.

Q.DPS:SW.1-15: Reference Exhibit SW-RWI{-2, p. 16. Please explain whether the ISO-NE

"Residual Mix" (lSO mix after REC transactions) or another frgure was used in the calculation

of the emissions avoided by the project.

a. If another figure was used, please describe that figure.

Q.DPS:SW.l-16: Reference Exhibit SW-RV/H-2 at p. 16. Please explain whether the GHG

value or the economic impact modeling results are effected if the project energy and RECs are

sold out of state.

Q.DPS:SW.1-17: Reference Ms. Staskus' prefiled testimony, p. 12. Please explain whether

aà estimate of the GHG impact of the development and construction phases, including emissions

resulting from transport and installation of turbines, was prepared.

a. If yes, please provide the estimate.

Q.DPS:SW.1-18: Please explain whether Petitioner has complete control over the project

site through written agreement, lease, easement, or other similar means, and identify the means

by which Petitioner has control over the project site.

Q.DPS:SW.I-19: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2, Page ll. Please explain whether the

disturbance limit depicted on "Diagram 2" represents the maximum anticipated disturbance area.

Q.DPS:SW.l-20: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2, Page ll. Please identify the model of
turbine that was assumed in generating this layer.

Q.DPS:SW.1-21: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2, Page 17. Please identify the source for the

land cover data depicted on this map.

Q.DPS:SW.l-22: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2, Page 19. Please identify the land cover

codes that were used to define "cultivated/working lands" as shown on the fìgure.

Q.DPS:SW.l-23: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2, Page23. Please explain how the assessment

considered local and/or state historic resources (including listed structures) relative to the

completed scenic resource inventory.

Q.DPS:SW.1-24: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2, Page 58. Please identify and explain the

basis for selecting the distances used in the threshold scale.
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e.DpS:SW.l-25: Reference Exhibit SV/-DR-2, Page 58. Please explain how the proximity

threshold scale used relates to the United States Forest Service SMS approach described in SW-

DR-2-Appendix l.
a. Pi.ur. provide any studies and technical references that support Petitioner's

determination of the threshold scale rating it has used.

b. Please identify and produce any other cases or dockets where this threshold scale has

been used.

e.DpS:SW .l-26: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2, Page 75. Please explain why Petitioner did
.ieview all applicable local and regional plans" and then only consider "plans where the project

is physically located" as part of its assessment under the Quechee Test.

e.DPS:SW.l-27: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2, Page 75. Please explain the purpose of
reviewing the local and regional plans outside of the host town/region.

a. please explain *hut *ur learned from that review and how it was applied to the

assessment.

Q.DPS:SW.¡-28: Reference Mr. Darlow's prefiled testimony, p. 3, lines 12-15. Mr.

darrow's testimony states: "A cumulative duration of less than 30 hours per year for shadow

flicker cast upon a residence has been found to be acceptable and to have no adverse impact to

neighboring properties or adjacent land uses in New England jurisdictions that have considered

the issue." Please identify the citations that support this statement.

Q.DPS:SW .l-29: Reference Mr. Estey's prefiled testimony, p. 6, lines 5-8. Mr. Estey's

tòstimony states: "The study concludes that a 19.95 MW project may cause overloading of the

34.5 kV line between North St. Albans and the project interconnection during certain

contingencies and suggests that2.l miles of existing 34.5 kV line be upgraded."

a. Please describJthe location of this 2.1-mile section of 34.5 kV line to be upgraded.

b. Please describe and explain what physical upgrades would be needed.

e.DPS:SW.1-30: Please provide an update regarding when the system impact study is

expected to be completed.

e.DpS:SW.l-31: Reference Exhibit SW-KHK-2, Section 5.3 (Tonality). Please explain in

greater detail how the tonality of the ground-mounted cooling fans were treated in this analysis.
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e.DPS:SW.l-32: Reference Exhibit SW-KHK-2, p. 43, Table 6. Table 6 of the repoft

evaluates a I l3rd Octave spectrum of the Goldwind GW 109 at Tmls for tones in accordance with

ANSI S12.9 Part 4 annex C.

a. Please explain whether the spectrum includes the cooling fans operating at the base? If
so, please identify the fan setting the spectrum reflects.

b. Pleåse explain whether a tonal analysis can be undertaken of a condition where the

cooling equipment is running at maximum during a time where the turbine blades would

not bJturniñg and thus not providing any masking noise to the cooling fans. If yes,

. please produce the results ofsuch a tonal analysis.

Q.DPS:SW.l-33: Reference Exhibit SW-KHK-2. Please detail the noise of impact of any

transformer substation that is part of the project.

e.DpS:SW.l-34: Reference Exhibit SW-KHK-2. Please identify and explain any and all

eìaluation of special terrain such as valleys or water features with respect to sound propagation

as part of the noise impact assessment.

Q.DPS:SW.l-35: Reference Ms. Staskus' prefiled testimony, p. 17. Please detail the gating,

fencing, and any other banier the project will utilize to limit unauthorized access to project

components, consistent with the National Electric Safety Code.

e.DpS:SW.l-36: Reference Ms. Staskus' prefiled testimony, p. 18. Please explain why the

sàlection of the wind turbine supplier and the balance of plant contractor is necessary prior to the

preparation of a project-specific decommissioning plan.

e.DPS:SW.l-37: Reference Exhibit SW-MS-S, p. 2. Please explain why petitioner proposes

tò annually adjust the project decommissioning fund using the Producer Price Index "Other

I{eavy Construction" index.

Q.DPS:SW.l-38: Reference Exhibit SW-MS-5, p. 2. Please explain whether the annual

aàjustment of the project decommissioning fund will be based on an annual average change or

December-to-December change of the Producer Price Index "Other Heavy Construction" index.

REOUESTS TO ADMIT

Q.DPS:SW.I-39: Reference Ms. Staskus' prefiled testimony, p. 18. Please admit that the

project will comply with the applicable sections of the National Electric Code.

Q.DpS:SW.l-40: Reference Exhibit SW-MS-5, p.2. Please admit that an "Other Heavy

Construction" index is not included in the Producer Price Index.

a. If the response is not "admit," please produce the latest Detailed Producer Price Index

Report and identify where the "Other Heavy Construction" index is located.
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REOUESTS TO PRODUCE

Q.DPS:SW.1-41: Please produce any and all documents, broker sheets, whitepapers,

spreadsheets and/or other sources used to estimate the value of energy, capacity, Renewable

Energy Credits, greenhouse gas benefits, and tax revenue from the project in their native format

with links and fonnulas intact.

Q.DPS:SW.1-42: Reference Mr. Zimmerman's prefiled testimony, 48, p. 5, line 5. Please

produce the "estimates for future market rates for kWh production" used in the calculation of
income taxes to the Town of Swanton in their native format.

a.. Identify sources used to generate the estimates referenced above; for example

NYMEX data, ISO historical clearing price data ,or other sources used to project

energy prices.
b. Produce and documents, reports, spreadsheets, or other data relied upon in generating

the estimates referenced above.

Q.DPS:SW.l-43: Reference Mr. Zimmerman's prefiled testimony, A8, p. 5, line 6. Please

produce the native files of the calculations used to estimate the $150,000 in tax revenue to the

Town of Swanton with formulas intact and original assumptions included.

Q.DPS:SW.l-44: Reference Q.DPS:SW.l-5. Please produce any and all documents related

to Petitioner's participation in the Connecticut DEEP RFP, including petitioner's bid submission.

Q.DPS:SW.l-45: Reference Mr. Heaps' prefiled testimony, 45, p. 4, lines 7'9 and Exhibit

SW-RWH-2, p. 14, footnotes 5-8. Please produce the referenced documents used to determine

the impact of the project on property valuation.

Q.DPS:SW.l-46 Reference Q.DPS:SW.l-12. Please produce any and all documents,

reports, spreadsheets, and other data used to determine the values in the table column "Percent

with VT Vendors."

Q.DPS:SW.\-47: Reference Exhibit SW-RWH-2, p. 12. Please produce any and all

underlying assumptions and supporting documents, reports, spreadsheets, and other data used to

calculate the energy output of the project, including the assumed capacity factor of the facility.

Q.DPS:SW.1-48: Reference Exhibit SV/-RWH-2, p. 16. Please produce the ISO report that

contains the regional mix data used to calculate avoided emissions.

Q.DPS:SW.l-49: Reference Exhibit SW-RWH-2, p. 16. Please produce the underlying

documents and spreadsheets used to calculate the value of GHG reductions in their native

formats with formulas intact.

Q.DPS:SW.1-50: Reference Q.DPS:SW.l-17. Please produce any and all documents,

reports, spreadsheet, and other data relied upon in the development of the estimate referenced in

Q.DPS:SW.l-17.
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Q.DPS:SW.I-51: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2-App-ll. Please produce the complete

Northwest Regional Plan.

Q.DPS:SW.1-52: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2, p. ll. Please produce the electronic data

(CAD or GIS format) for the disturbance layer depicted on Diagram 2.

Q.DPS:SW.l-53: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2-App- 2. Please produce the electronic data

(GIS format) for all data layers used to construct this figure. Please provide metadata describing

each layer and any attributes it might contain.

Q.DPS:SW.l-54: Reference Exhibit SW-DR-2-Apps-6 through 10. Please produce any and

all Sketchup models (SHP format) and original photographs used in the preparation of the

simulations.

Q.DPS:SW.l-55: Reference Exhibit SW-RD-2, p. 3. Please produce the maps referenced as

Figure I (bare earth) and Figure 2 (expected case) stated on page 3 as being attached to this

exhibit.

Q.DPS:SW.I-56: Reference Exhibit SW-KHK-2, Section 5.4 (Low Frequency Sound).

Please produce the modeling results at 16 Hz.

Q.DPS:SW.l-57 Reference Exhibit SV/-KHK-2. Please produce the Sound Power Level

specification sheet for the wind turbine considered. The specification'sheet should indicate the

overall sound power of the turbine, Octave Band or l/3rd Octave Band, and reference to the

standard(s) to which it was measured/wananted. The sound power should be provided for the

entire operating range of the turbine.

Q.DPS:SW.l-58: Reference Exhibit SW-KHK-2. Please produce any and all test data for

the same or similar turbine being considered in accordance with IEC 61400-l I Edition 2.1 or

later. The test report should include an analysis of both the Overall Sound Power level as well as

an assessment of Tonal Audibility.

Q.DPS:SW.1-59: Reference Q.DPS:SW.1-28. Please produce the documents, reports,

spreadsheets, and other data that support the statement quoted in Q.DPS:SW.l-28.
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Dated at Montpelier, Vermont this sixteenth day of Februaxy, 2017.

VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

By:
Aaron Kisicki
Special Counsel

cc: DocketNo. 8816 Service List
Public Service Board


